
The Kiddie Litter was developed for emergency evacuation 
of babies from the nursery or other locations in hospitals in 
a safer manner than anything available anywhere else. It is 
an insert that fits in the Hazmat/Hospital Sked Stretcher. It 
features four warm Papoose like pockets that are adjustable 
for the baby sizes. There is a little hood over each pocket that 
keeps the baby’s head warm and keeps the baby in the pouch 
if the head end of the stretcher gets lower than the foot end. 
The babies are carried in line with the Kiddie Litter rather than 
across to allow for different size babies and to prevent neck 
injuries during evacuation.
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Weight:  3 pounds (Insert Alone), 15 pounds (Insert with HMH Sked)

Dimension: 36 inch wide x 96 inch long 

Insert: 420 Denier packcloth nylon fabric.
Pockets: 13.5 oz. Polyester double sided arctic fleece
HMH Sked: Medium density E-Z glide non-absorbing                    
       polyethylene plastic. 0.105 inch thick.

Materials: 

Skedco®  Kiddie Litter Insert
with

Haz-Mat/Hospital Sked®

Product Number:   Kiddie Litter Insert: SK-255
          Kiddie Litter Insert with HMH Sked: SK-2550

Kiddie Litter Insert Instruction:

1. The Kiddie Litter insert is attached using straps and buckles on each of its’ four corners. The straps 
are passed through existing slots of the HMH Sked Stretcher and buckled securely as shown in the 
below illustration. 



2. The pouches are opened and the babies wrapped in their 
    blankets are inserted gently into the individual pouches.

3. For smaller babies extra bedding is placed in the pouch 
    to shorten the depth of the pouch.

4. Fasten the velcro strap snugly around the baby
    being careful not to over tighten it. 

5. Pull the little cap over the baby’s head. 

6. Once all four pockets are utilized fasten the cross straps
    of the HMH Sked Stretcher and tighten them enough to
    create plenty of space between the babies and the straps.

7.  Pull the foot end of the HMH Sked up and 
     fasten and adjust the foot end straps.

8. There is sufficient room in the foot end of the
    HMH Sked Stretcher to carry extra diapers and
    bedding which should be taken with the babies. 

9. Be sure to take the baby identification card from 
    the bassinet and insert it into the little window on
    the corresponding pouch that secures the baby. 

10. Once out of the building the stretcher and babies
      can be covered with a blanket to keep the babies
      warm and safe.

11. You will notice space between the foam insert
      and the HMH Sked Stretcher. It is to provide
      shock absorption when dragging or carrying the
      HMH Sked/Kiddie Litter thus keeping the babies
      safer from injuries during the evacuation.
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Infant Rapid Access System Installation

1. Install screw hooks at joint between 
wall and ceiling. Leave enough space for 
grommet to fit onto screw hook. Install 
one for each grommet in bag inline with 
grommet holes.

CEILING

WALL

2. Hang wall bag onto screw hooks 
and store HMH Skeds in bag.

**Installation of this wall bag should be at 
least 8 feet (length of the bag) off the floor.

The Infant Rapid Access System contains a hanging bag 
with up to 3 Kiddie Litter Inserts with HMH Skeds.  Just 
pull the looped cord attached to two large zippers and 
release the Velcro attachment at the top of the bag for 
access to the Skeds.  Perfect for Hospitals  evacuation 
of infants. With  3   Kiddie Litter 
Inserts with HMH Sked in each 
Infant RAS, 12 infants can be 
evacuated at once per system. 
Custom configurations containing 
different quantities is available by 
special order.

Skedco®  
Infant Rapid Access System

Product Number:  
• Infant Rapid Access System with                      
(1) Kiddie Litter Insert with HMH Sked: SK-2550-1
• Infant Rapid Access System with                       
(2) Kiddie Litter Insert with HMH Sked: SK-2550-2
• Infant Rapid Access System with                       
(3) Kiddie Litter Insert with HMH Sked: SK-2550-3


